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WordPress Mobile Web Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	The chances are that more of your WordPress website visitors are using mobiles, or more clients are demanding responsive or mobile sites. If you can use WordPress to build mobile-friendly sites you can win more business from clients and more traffic for your site.


	"WordPress Mobile Web Development Beginner's Guide"...
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Team Foundation Server 2013 CustomizationPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to customize TFS and create useful plugins for your organization


	Overview

	
		This book accelerates the understanding of TFS extension points
	
		Learn how to create a JavaScript web access plugin
	
		Discover the tips and tricks of customizing TFS



	In...
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Beginning jQuery 2 for ASP.NET Developers: Using jQuery 2 with ASP.NET Web Forms and ASP.NET MVCApress, 2013

	jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library in use today, appearing on nearly two thirds of the 10,000 most visited sites on the web. With this sort of popularity, it’s clear that ASP.NET developers can’t afford to miss out.


	By combining jQuery with ASP.NET you get the best of both worlds: the client-side...
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The Browser Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Hackers exploit browser vulnerabilities to attack deep within networks


	The Browser Hacker's Handbook gives a practical understanding of hacking the everyday web browser and using it as a beachhead to launch further attacks deep into corporate networks. Written by a team of highly experienced computer security...
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Piwik Web Analytics EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Without web analytics, you are blind on the internet. In order to improve conversions and revenue on your web- site, you need to know what is going on. Piwik gives you this data and unlike Google Analytics, gives you total control over its usage. Unlike Google analytics where the data can be read by Google, Piwik maintains complete...
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Network Graph Analysis and Visualization with GephiPackt Publishing, 2013

	Visualize and analyze your data swiftly using dynamic network graphs built with Gephi


	Overview

	
		Use your own data to create network graphs displaying complex relationships between several types of data elements
	
		Learn about nodes and edges, and customize your graphs using size, color, and...
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Programming HTML5 Applications: Building Powerful Cross-Platform Environments in JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2011

	
		HTML5 is not just a replacement for plugins. It also makes the Web a first-class development environment by giving JavaScript programmers a solid foundation for building industrial-strength applications. This practical guide takes you beyond simple site creation and shows you how to build self-contained HTML5 applications that can...
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Learning jQuery - Fourth Edition 4th RevisedO'Reilly, 2013

	In 2005, inspired by pioneers in the field such as Dean Edwards and Simon Willison, John Resig put together a set of functions to make it easy to programmatically find elements on a web page and assign behaviors to them. By the time he first publicly announced his project in January 2006, he had added DOM modification and basic animations. He...
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WordPress 3 Site BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Follow along as you work to build a variety of sites-all using WordPress. While this book isn't designed for beginners, those with even an intermediate knowledge of WordPress will be able to get these sites up and running in no time. Also, since each chapter is devoted to the design of a different site, there's no need to read the...
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Pro Grunt.jsApress, 2015

	Pro Grunt.js gets you quickly up-to-speed with this popular JavaScript-based task runner. Author James Cryer takes you from initial installation all the way through to authoring successful plugins.


	Using hands-on examples you will learn about CSS linting, combination, compilation and minification; JavaScript linting, AMD...
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WordPress 3 For Business BloggersPackt Publishing, 2011

	WordPress for Business Bloggers provides advanced strategies and techniques which will help you to take your WordPress business blog from average to extraordinary. Regardless of whether you already have a blog, or are still in the planning stages, this book will show you how to use WordPress to create a highly successful blog for your...
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How to Cheat in Photoshop: The art of creating photorealistic montagesFocal Press, 2004

	Even more Photoshop time saving tips and tricks are included in this new, expanded edition of Steve Caplin's bestseller. Updates include many new images and techniques which show you how to make the most of the power of Photoshop!

	

	With this book you can work from the problem to the solution with expert guidance from a...
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